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Future of Work – A Hot Topic



SIMILARITIES in 
SCENARIOS

1. It’s Complicated – A Mixed Bag
2. Political/Economic Turmoil – Future Despair

3. If Humans Were Free – The Self-Actualization 
Economy

1. Radical Startups

2. Value-Driven Techemoths

3. Green DIY Engineers

4.New Consciousness

MP
Scenarios

Neo-Carbon
Energy Scenarios



Positive narratives

could be found from HYBRIDITY

• HYBRID = COMBINATION, but not just any… 

• Plant or animal that has been produced from 

two different types of plant or animal 

• Ancient mythology 

-> hybrids with superpower 



HYBRIDITY in WORK

• Physical + virtual + digital  (techniques, spaces, contents)

• Organisation + network

• Public + private

• Technology + culture + art

• Work + housing -> “Bleisure” = business + leisure

• Income + meaning



ENERGY REVOLUTION <-> WORK REVOLUTION

Change of Paradigm

• From societal perspective, the most radical 

consequence of the renewable energy transition may 

be the rapidly falling marginal costs of energy.

• As physical production is being automated, the 

marginal costs of physical products are also 

decreasing.

• We may be entering an automated “post-work” society, 

where collaborative models of organisation replace 

traditional organisations. 

• Prosumerism (consumers=producers) and sharing 

economy also increase.

-> work or paid labour as we know them today may 

end by 2050. Something else is needed instead.



• from the point of view of energy transition 

and 

• changing paradigm of work/production.

Peer-to-Peer Production Models 

could be one answer 



Peer-to-Peer Work in the 

Digital Meanings Society 2050

1) Digitalization

2) Work -> Meaningful activity



• Futures of work in a 2050 world of automation 

and distributed, low-cost renewable energy.

• Five groups representing the four societal 

Neo-Carbon Scenarios explored: What would 

the future of work look like in their scenario?

• Results were classified into seven categories.

Results from Futures Clinique

“Fuzzy Futures of Work”



Ruotsalainen, J. & Heinonen, S. & Karjalainen, J. & Parkkinen, M. (2016). Peer-to-peer work in the digital meaning society 2050. 

European Journal of Futures Research, 4:10



• No sharp division btw work and leisure.

• Dominance of immaterial needs and values 

• Companies as ”free enterprises” -> concentrations of 

intellectual and social capital, rather than the profit-maximising 

entities of today.

• Self-defined jobs, self-management, constant learning

• The function of human work is to offer a place for workers’ self-

expression. Work is meaningful, creative, and purposeful –

products are “authentic” expressions of workers’ individuality.

Hybrid Companies – Work as a place 

for creativity and self-actualisation



Together with technological 

developments, such as 

automation and AI, 

increases in search for 

meanings and social 

capital in work, and 

decreases in energy and 

automation/production 

prices could steer our 

world into unknown –

complex and hybrid futures  



In order to attain decent futures for work, 
hybridity as well as the vision for peer-to-peer 
work in digital meanings society 

could be used as a lens for 

optimal combinations in the nature, 
organising, practices and meanings for work

Futurists to foster debate about alternative 
options – How about re-defining work as 
meaningful activity and trying to find 
solutions through that?

CONCLUDING COMMENT
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Thank You! 
Prof. Sirkka Heinonen

sirkka.heinonen@utu.fi

www.neocarbonenergy.fi

https://www.utu.fi/en/units/ffrc/research/projects/energy/

Pages/neo-fore.aspx

http://www.neocarbonenergy.fi/
https://www.utu.fi/en/units/ffrc/research/projects/energy/Pages/neo-fore.aspx
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